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HairMax Hair Fibers are keratin protein hair building particles that 
blend and statically cling to your existing hair to hide thinning areas. 
They instantly provide a dramatic increase in the density and volume 
of your hair and natural looking scalp coverage. 

Re-designed to look more like real human hair, HairMax Fibers are now 
lighter, softer and uniform in length, providing a more natural looking 
appearance. They securely stay in place through humidity, wind and 
perspiration. Works great to temporarily cover up roots between color 
treatments.

Sulfate, Paraben and Formaldehyde Free

HairMax® for den•si•ty Hair Fibers
THICKER, FULLER LOOKING HAIR INSTANTLY

HAIR FIBERS

INSTANT
COVERAGE

NO FADE
FORMULA

Easy Spray Applicator 
(Sold Separately)

30g bottle

NEW
IMPROVED
FORMULA



HAIRMAX®  for den•si•ty HAIR FIBERS 
BUILD VOLUME, DENSITY AND THICKNESS IN SECONDS

HairMax Hair Fibers are the perfect solution for men and women who want to conceal their hair loss 

and  the thinning areas on their scalp. These high performance hair building fibers dramatically increase the 

look of hair thickness, volume and density. Transform the look of your hair and the way you feel about your 
appearance in an instant.

Fluffier, silkier, lightweight formula for more natural looking coverage

No color fade or running when in contact with perspiration or water

No added bacteriacides or preservatives which can cause skin irritation and dandruff

Goes on dry. No odor

Designed to look more like human hair, fibers are uniform in length and width for a silkier feel 

Smooth clump free formula

Bottle designed with a patented funnel design shaker top allows all product to be dispersed evenly

Packaged with specially designed tight seal so that the fibers do not absorb moisture

Applies in seconds

Easily washes out with any shampoo

Statically bonds to your hair

Great for root cover up between coloring

Safe to use after hair transplant surgery or 

with other hair loss treatments

AVAILABLE 
IN 9 COLORS
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Brown 

Blonde Brown Grey Light
Brown

Light
Grey

Auburn
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WHY CHOOSE HAIRMAX®  for den•si•ty HAIR FIBERS:




